/ x \ /x\ ( + ) "^ ( for a11 measurable cardinals in [CH] , the second auther proved the theorem for weakly compact cardinals [WO 2] . For singular cardinals, there is a positive result in [EHR] for cardinals with cofinality co. Here we want to show the relation for measurable limit cardinals.
Notation.
The set theoretical notations are standard, see [DR] . Small Greek letters denote ordinals, x, X are infinite cardinals.
An ultrafilter U is x-complete iff for all n. e. sets X c: 17, | X | < x, n X e 17.
The cardinal x is measurable iff there exists a x-complete non-principal ultrafilter on x; x is a measurable limit cardinal iff there exists a strongly monotone increasing sequence of cardinals (x^ | v<cfx), such that all x^ are measurable and lim^rfX^=x.
Let 9 = (P, ^) be a partially ordered set. 9 is a forcing set iff there exists a Op e P such that for all p e P, Op ^p. If/?, q e P and p ^ q than q is called an extension of p. A subset D of P is P-dense in ^ iff every /? e P has an extension in D.
Let ^=(P, ^) be a forcing set, and Q be a family of dense subsets of ^. A subset G of P is ^-generic iff:
(i) for all/?eG and q^p, qeG\ (ii) for all /?, qeG, p and q have a common extension in G; (iii) for all dense sets De^, GnD^O.
A subset K of? is an a-cham itT(X, ^ ) is a total ordering and has order type a.
For ordinals a, P, y a;id 5, the polarised partition relation:
( l^l-^. We can assume without loss of generality that: E^K\ In particular, if w^A and u-is bounded in x and ii'S V^ for some ^<x^, then u' is not exceptional and | { T| <x
Now we define a forcing set ^=(P; ^). Let P be the set of all pairs T==(C; D)such that:
(i) there exists such ^<cfx, that ^>1: TOME 110 -1982 -?4 and: (5) |CnMJ=x^ for all H<^;
(ii) PCX-";
("o csn;.z>y;;
(iv) |D|^|C|; (v) Mon Yo^C andOeD.
Because M^n YoGl/o, |Mon YQ\ =XQ, C is infinite. By (iii) and (v), Cc YQ, so if(C; D)€P, then C is not exceptional.
For T,=(C,: D,)eP we put TO<TI iff Co^Ci, D^D^. Then ==(P; ^) is a forcing set with a minimal element (Mo n Vo; {0} )e P. Uv<£^v) an(^ Lemma 3 is proved. D
We shall now define a family of dense subsets of ^ in order to apply Proposition 1.
We put for ^<cfx:
A,={(C;D)eP:|CnMj=^}. Thus Ti=(Cu(n^D^^(U^p^Mp)),Z)) belongs to P and T^eA^ by construction. Also T()==(C; D)^Ti and A^ is dense. D Let's take a sequence (o^ : X < x + ) such that a^ e {x^ : v < cfx} and each xĥ as x"^ many appearences in the sequence (o^ : 'k<^). Proof of lemma 5. -Let ^(^^-be arbitrary. We shall construct the sequence (^ : 'k<K + ) by induction.
Suppose that we have constructed (^ : X<5) for Soc'^ such that all V^ : ^<8 are dense in ^. Let us suppose however that there are no ^g+i such that Vg is dense in ^. Then for any P>^&, POC^, there iŝ p=(Cp; Dp)eP such that ip is not extended by a menber ofV&, where (in definition of V §) we put ^g+1 = P.
For each Cp: ^<P<x + there exists an r\ < cfx with Cp c Up<n MH. Because x is a strong limit, ^a<x 2"
1 ^ x, we can find E c: x + , lEjsx-^ with:
Cp^=C^=C for all Pi, PseE.
Case 1: Let [Cl^o^. Since C is not an exceptional set (by (6) and definition ofP), |{^>^ : C £V^} | ^"^ Let us take M £ x 4 ' with:
M<={i;>^: Ccy^} and |M|=a6.
Then we take P e £ such that P > M, i. e. for any i; 6 M, P > ^. We obtain by ICI^ag:
|DpuM|<|Cp|+a6=|C|-ha8=|C|;
and by our choice of M:^^^"^(
In other words. (CDpuM)eP. Further, for Cp=C : pe£, we have Tp^(C; DpuA^). But(C; DpuM)6V5,whereweput^+i=P,andsowe come to a contradiction. TOME 110 -1982 -?4 
